swap B and C

\[ t0D = A, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next} \]

\[ A, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next} = A, my\text{Next} \]

\[ t0D \]

\[ A, my\text{Next} = A, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next} \]

\[ \]

\[ A, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next}, my\text{Next} = t0D \]
Swap B and C

cur = A
to B = cur. myNext
cur. myNext = cur. myNext. myNext

cur = cur. myNext. myBack
to B = cur. myNext. myNext

cur = cur. myNext. myBack
to B = cur. myNext

to B = cur. myBack
cur. myBack = cur. myBack. myBack
   to B. myBack = to B. myNext. myBack
   to B. myNext. myBack = to B